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Examples

Efforts targeting improved 
social compliance in everyday 
business activities, which the 
Group must strive to improve 

in order to reinforce its 
corporate foundation

Efforts addressing 
social themes to 

enhance the trust 
placed in the Group 

and thereby strengthen 
the business base
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Creating Shared Value through Strategic CSR

The Cornerstone of 
“Creating Shared Value (CSV)”
“Creating Shared Value” is the concept of companies creating 

social value by addressing society’s needs and challenges while si-

multaneously creating their own economic value.

Sumitomo Mitsui Trust Group’s (the “Group”) pursuit of CSV is 

based on its Management Principles (“Mission”), Ideal Model 

(“Vision”), and Codes of Conduct (“Values”), as well as its Sus-

tainability Policy—its basic policy on social responsibility. These 

policies identify our approach to creating economic value and so-

cial value.

 Furthermore, the Group is a signatory to the United Nations 

Global Compact, a global policy framework for corporate sus-

tainability, and the “Principles for Financial Action towards a 

Sustainable Society (Principles for Financial Action in the 21st Cen-

tury),” a set of voluntary guidelines established by Japan’s major 

fi nancial institutions. The Group aims to create shared value while 

respecting these principles and guidelines, including the above 

two, related to social responsibility.

Creating Shared Value through Three Kinds of Materiality
To realize CSV, we classify social problems and themes with strong connections to materiality* into three categories. 

These are: (1) social problems that the Group strives to resolve through the creation of new fi nancial businesses, (2) 

social compliance in everyday business activities, which the Group must strive to improve in order to reinforce its cor-

porate foundation, and (3) social themes that need to be addressed in order to enhance the trust placed in the Group 

and thereby strengthen the business base. The Group is working to advance these issues strategically.

* Materiality refers to important factors that are material to the Group’s fi nancial performance.




